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@Pijon ? I read your thing and looked up Influence maps and the first thing that came up was
?Influence maps are a deviantArt meme?.  That?s all well and good as a little challenge, but we want
a Heromorph meme, something that can?t be found on a dozen other websites.

Redd came back to the idea of HM as a teaching website.  ?Learn how to paint (beginners level) in
50 short tutorials!?  I think a mass of good tutorials would set HM apart.

As I started before, here are some ideas that I think would either be slightly unique to HM, or just fun
to take part in.

Duels ? these were great fun, but as mentioned earlier were often mismatches.  Perhaps they could
be run by a third party.

Partnerships or pass-arounds ? working with another artist or a group was cool fun.

Heromorph the Book (hard or softcopy) ? 1.  could be just a gallery type thing, and/or 2.  get
members to write, draw, colour, edit etc our own comic.

HM CCG ? I think this would be cool.  Create a playable Collectible Card Game using HM art for the
cards (this would probably be virtual).  Somebody dispenses the cards based on participation at HM. 
Members can then play each other!

Heromorph Help ? one great thing that happened for me was when I bought comics off a guy on
ebay and he wouldn?t ship to my country.  Daruma offered to help, receiving and reposting the
comics to me.  That was such a great help and a real-world HM network could be really useful.

Heromorph Sucks (up... work on the name) ? what about a prize to see who can get the most famous
person to visit and write something at HM?

The Live HM tutorial ? get a good artist hooked up so people can watch and talk with them as they
draw or paint, live!

Heromorph reviews ? I hate wasting good money on bad movies, and trying to find a good comic to
read.  Let?s get regular reviews on HM, in a structured manner by reviewers, as opposed to
everyone saying ?I liked it?.

The ?thread? gallery (need a better name, ?Chinese whisper? sounds racist) ? someone posts the
first image, next person in line does an image that is related to the first image somehow, third person
makes an image related to the second image and so on.

Restart Girl of the Week ? that sort of fizzled, but it was very tight deadlines, perhaps Female of the
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Fortnight instead.

I have also been mulling the idea of the Kickstarter model.  Not sure how it would work but HM
members contributing in some way for somebody to create something.
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